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Welcome & Introduction
Fiona Harvey: Association of British Orchestras



Musicians and audiences with disabilities: making inclusion the 
heart of your orchestra

• ABO introduction and UK context: Fiona Harvey
• Nashville Symphony Orchestra - context: Kelley Bell
• Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra - case study: Lisa Tregale and Dougie

Scarfe
• Group discussion
• Q & A
• Reflection: Emelyne Bingham
• Call to action



• The national body representing the collective interests of 
professional orchestras, youth ensembles, and the wider classical 
music industry throughout the UK - < 200 members

• The ABO's mission is to enable and support a vibrant, innovative, 
collaborative and sustainable orchestral sector

• It exists to support and champion professional and youth 
orchestras in the UK in their ambition to perform music to the 
highest artistic standards for the widest possible audience.

Association of British Orchestras



Musicians and audiences with disabilities: making 
inclusion the heart of your orchestra

• Diversity / disability

• Public funding

• Change, or be changed by the policy makers

• Data collection

UK context



Sensory Friendly Concerts
Kelley Bell, Nashville Symphony



2016: Began to research how to present a sensory friendly family event:

• Brought on Vanderbilt University’s TRIAD as consultants and trainers
• Met with representatives from advocacy groups like Autism Tennessee 

and Down Syndrome Association of Middle TN.
• Consulted with Pittsburg Symphony staff & attended one of their 

sensory friendly concerts
• Attended multiple local sensory friendly events through Nashville 

Children’s Theatre, TN Performing Arts Center, etc.

(TRIAD)



16/17 Season: 
• First sensory friendly concert
17/18 Season: 
• One family series concert merged w/sensory friendly concert
• Trained the trainers: staff equipped to train volunteers, ushers, musicians, 

and staff
18/19 Season: 
• All family series concerts now sensory friendly
• Accessibility resources expanded to multiple education & community 

programs
• Regular program partners like TN School for the Blind, Harris-Hillman 

School, and Vanderbilt’s SERENADE inclusive music class



Nashville Symphony EDIB Team
(Equity, Diversity, Inclusion & Belonging)

• 27 self-selected members including staff, leadership, 
musicians, and a volunteer

• All members have done training with Crossroads
• Almost every department represented
• Shared leadership & task forces within larger group
• Steering committee for the team is currently being 

created with community members, staff, and musicians

Inclusion Network of Nashville

• Led by Vanderbilt Kennedy Center’s TRIAD program
• Made up of nonprofit and community organizations, 

disabilities-focused organizations, and self-advocates
• Meets at least twice a year, in addition to regular 

trainings and train-the-trainer programs

CONTINUING WORK:



The BSO Change Maker programme
Dougie Scarfe, CEO
Lisa Tregale, Head of BSO Participate



Setting the scene

• The Change Maker Programme 

• Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra’s Resound Ensemble

• The BSO Journey 

• The BSO Programme for Cultural Change



13.9 million disabled people in the UK = 22% of the UK population
56.7 million disabled people in the USA = 19% of the USA population

• disabled people are too often unfairly excluded

• they continue to come up against employers’ poor attitudes and
inaccessible working practices

• access issues mean disabled people and their families are often
excluded from activities, such as going to a concert

Setting the scene



What do you think disability is?



Feedback from the floor



Models of Disability



• Staff can be trained
• Systems and processes can be changed
• Buildings can be adapted

We don’t need to live in a society where nearly a fifth of the population is
shut out of everyday life.

Society needs diversity and is so much richer and more vibrant when we
embrace it.

Social Model of Disability



To increase the diversity of senior leadership in the arts by providing 
knowledge, skills, experience and confidence to compete on merit 
for future senior leadership positions

The BSO Change Makers Programme



1. A training placement for James Rose
a disabled conductor, to accelerate his development, experience and 
confidence as an artist by providing him with the opportunity to curate, 
manage and direct a new ensemble;

2. The creation of BSO Resound 
a disabled-led ensemble created and directed by James, giving a series of 
public performances and workshops;

3. BSO organisational change 
activities, including training for the whole BSO staff to embed accessibility, 
inclusion and disability awareness throughout the BSO. 

The BSO Change Makers Programme



A training placement for James Rose

• Knowledge & theory base Management Training

• Artistic Development 

• Skills-Based Training 

• Confidence Building



A training placement for James Rose

“To say that this has been life-changing is an
understatement.  

I have moved from a place of you can’t to 
I can, I will and I have.”



To demonstrate that excellence is thriving and celebrated in the 

Arts, BSO formed the World’s first professional disabled-led 

ensemble by a symphony orchestra – BSO Resound

BSO Resound is an exemplar that inspires a new generation of 

young disabled artists and the orchestral sectors about what is 

possible by pushing creative boundaries

The BSO Change Makers Programme



• To develop a disabled-led ensemble, directed and curated by James Rose

• To formalise the ensemble working practices and the workings between 

conductor and the ensemble

• Development of project partners supporting BSOs approach and the 

delivery to disabled audiences members

• Promotion outcomes across BSO programmes, audiences, workforce, 

partnerships and the wider orchestral sector

The creation of BSO Resound



BSO Resound



The BSO Change Makers Programme

To provide development opportunities to improve the Bournemouth 
Symphony Orchestra’s contribution to the Creative Case for Diversity

BSO aimed to stimulate organisation-wide change to reflect diversity of 
contemporary society across BSO programmes, Audiences, Workforce and 
Partnerships



• The desire to deliver a cultural change initiative that aimed to 
embrace the entire organisation. 

• Disability Equality Training

• Diversity Champions 

• Access review

‘The greatest potential for creating change would occur where every 
individual employee saw it as their responsibility to identify and 
instigate change on a day-to-day basis, which required 
understanding of the issues at play’

BSO Cultural Change



The Training had a demonstrable impact – increasing awareness and confidence 
about disability and equality 

• +17% Increase in those who felt disability and equality awareness were 
relevant to their role

• +42% increase in those who felt confident in their understanding of 
disability 

• +25% increase in their confidence to interact with disabled people

• +10% increase in those who felt BSO was possible to become inclusive 
of disabled people

Disability Equality Training



• Review of BSO language in all organisational, marketing outreach 
communications

• Review of HR, audition and recruitment communications

• Review of box office policies and access requirements for 
customer and supporters

• Refresher training and ensured that all staff have DET to assist 
and embedding disability equality in the organisation.

Disability Equality Training



A voluntary / group forum responsible for championing diversity 
across the orchestral and administrative teams

Diversity Champions

“I am much more aware of making sure my work is inclusive to as 
many people as possible and being open to the requirements of 
other people”



• Press & PR – BSO received an extraordinary level of press coverage.

• Regional Coverage - est.; 500,000.

• National Coverage - est.; 13 – 15 million people.

• International Coverage –est.: 10 million people.

The programme has reached an estimated 25 million people

Why introducing diversity is enriching BSO?



• An organisational culture enabling the pursuit of bold ambitions 
and aspirations and support entrepreneurial thinking and planning

• The high level of commitment and support for the project from 
the BSO leadership

• The broad engagement of BSO staff, supporters and audiences

• An uncompromising expectation of quality and adherence to its 
high artistic ideals

• The adoption of the Social Model for Disability

• The commitment to creating a lasting legacy for the programme

Why was the programme successful?



“The project has surpassed all expectations and has become a 
source of huge pride to everyone at BSO and an initiative that has 
been transformative and importantly will serve as a catalyst for future 
changes in the orchestral and wider arts sector”



Reflections
Emelyne Bingham



Questions
Fiona Harvey: 

Association of British Orchestra



Enriching lives, transforming attitudes & increasing revenue

“Putting inclusion at the heart of the orchestra has been transformative. 

Embracing the small everyday things that over time lead to systemic change 

has brought us closer to the society which we are here to represent and 

whose lives we enrich through our music”. 

The BSO Programme for Cultural Change



Employing people with disabilities also improves public 

perception. 

• 92% of consumers have a more favourable perception of 

companies that hire disabled people

• 33% of respondents prefer to give their business to 

companies that employ disabled 

The U.S. Office of Disability Employment Policy (ODEP 2012) 

noted that disabled people are “the third largest market”

Why embrace diversity?



13.9 million disabled people in the UK = 22% population
56.7 million disabled people in the USA = 19% of population

Business, industry, and community leaders need to understand the purchasing 

power of the approximately 20 million U.S. working-age disabled adults

The total after-tax disposable income for disabled people in the US

$490 billion

The Purple Pound



Senior Management Mentoring Programme 

Training programme & resources 

• Module 1 Disability and Equality Training (DET)

• Module 2 Evaluation, frameworks & measuring impacts

• Module 3 Workforce led audit with support package

• Module 4 The creation & incorporation of Champions

• Module 5 Funders, stakeholders & wider audiences

• Module 6 How to become ‘A Disability Confident Employer’ & next steps

BSO Programme for Cultural Change



• Recruiting 

• Challenging Assumptions 

• Self Reflection

• Accommodating Individual Requirements 

• Working Spaces & Practices

• Arts Administration

• Programmes & Partners

• Challenges & Barriers

BSO Programme for Cultural Change



Your pledge



Thank you



Disabled Musicians and Audiences: 
Making Inclusion the Heart of your 

Orchestra

Wednesday, June 5, 2019
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